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Abstract—This paper provides a novel approach and real time
implementation for velocity methodologies for graceful velocity
planning and path propagation. Our approach yields velocity
profiles that achieve the maximum velocity along the path without
violating specified path tracking precision and maximum velocity
constraints. Along with generating reachable velocity profiles, we
introduce a methodology to ensure controlled velocity ramp-down
to the goal and curvature-based velocity limitations. In addition,
we describe techniques for translational velocity and heading
error control. We assume smooth paths generated via harmonic
function, which distributes curvature evenly throughout the entire
freespace and we complement the smooth heading references
with smooth, precise, and graceful motor behavior that complies
with acceleration constraints. Furthermore, we introduce and
implement a path tracking policy that demonstrates distinct
advantages. This paper integrates path planning, path tracking,
and longitudinal velocity control for smooth and graceful motor
behavior. The methods we describe here are not restricted to
agents implementing the harmonic path planner but can be
extended and generallized to various other global or local path
planners.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

This research was motivated by the importance of path
following precision and the consequences of deviating from the
initially planned path, resulting in potential obstacle collisions.
A path is generally planned due to some appealing property
it possesses, deviation from that path may be dangerous especially in human-robot environments, thus requires replanning,
which has a specific associated cost. Therefore, it is costeffective to precisely track the initially planned path during
propagation such that no excessive path deviation is present
as well as introducing graceful and smooth controls to limit
path deviation resulting from excessive velocity commands.
Traditional techniques of robotics locomotion do not stress
the ideals of graceful, smooth, and efficient propagation, nor
high-performance, and precision; their major purpose is the
arrival at the goal and avoidance of static or dynamic obstacles.
We define the technical term of grace, in the context of
smooth velocity transitions from regions of high and low
curvature, and speedy propagation while adhering to minimal
path deviations. We say here that grace is thus a combination
of speed, smoothness, and precision, a quality of rotational
and longitudinal accelerations along the path, resulting in
provably precise and achieving high velocities. The curvature
based velocity controller is modeled after the tendency for
automobiles to decelerate when approaching turns and staying
within the bounds of the road; generally, vehicles tend to slow

down when approaching turns of high curvature.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Path planning is a subject that has received tremendous
attention since the mid-1970s and thus there has been a large
amount of work done in path planning, although few introduce
the notion of graceful control [7]. One such approach, the
Dynamic Window Approach, yields to local obstacle avoidance and produce dynamically feasible paths, however, such
approaches may be trapped in local minima, and hence left to
themselves, they violate an important precision requirement for
grace [3]. Other approaches take advantage of agents traveling
along arcs and assume path planning techniques to implement
obstacle avoidence and velocity control using various control
parameters in an objective function while working in velocity
space rather than configuration space. Furthermore, agents that
implement this, the curvature-velocity method, may too be
trapped in local minima, provided that all solutions to the
objective function are equally bad; the agent may become
indecisive between projected solutions, in which case, the
agent implements a rotate away method to discover more
promising objective function solutions [4]. To avoid local minima in path planning, artificial potentials can be used to project
energy-referenced control constraints using the gradients of
the potentials to evaluate reference accelerations and compute
wheel torques using the Hamiltonian framework in conjunction
with the harmonic function path planner [1], an approach
simular to the Artificial Potential Field Method using attractive
and repulsive forces for obstacles and goals to provide collisonfree control [9]. However, since such reference control use in
the Hamiltonian framwork describes the kinetic energy of the
agent with respect to the distance away from the goal, the agent
may attempt to accelerate towards the goal without a proper
ramp-down policy causing either abrupt velocity changes or
discontinuous velocity profiles near the goal, and therefore,
against the proposed terms of graceful control. Furthermore the
harmonic function path planner, the solution to the Laplace’s
Equation, ensure that curvature is distributed evenly along
the path providing an optimally smooth, collision free path
which is beneficial towards our definition of graceful control
[8]; they are continuous and are local minima free, therefore
making any rotate away method unnecessary [4]. However if
an agent solely depends on the harmonic function for path
following purposes, any deviation from the original planned
path will result in the agent assuming a new path with gradients
computed from the planner, following this new path rather

than attempting to return to the initially planned path. And for
this reason, propagation along the initial, optimally smooth,
collision free path can not be achieved by the harmonic
function alone as it violates an important aspect of path
following precision [2].
III.

E NSURING V ELOCITY R EACHABILITY

Due to the appealing optimally smooth and collision free
path that the harmonic function planner provides, velocity
planning along this path can be achieved by evaluating areas
along the path at which constraints have to be met. Provided
that velocities are planned along the path, all velocities should
be reachable given the maximum acceleration and deceleration
of the agent similar to maximum constraints proposed in [5].
The reachability of the velocity profiles can be ensured
implicitly by the satisfaction of the following expression. As
long as this expression is satisfied we are guaranteed that all
velocities are reachable; any continuous policy function that
satisfies the expression will produce reachable velocity profiles
at all time intervals. The Ensured Velocity Reachability (EVR)
expression is thus
vmin ≤ vi − amax dt ≤ vi+dt ≤ vi + amax dt ≤ vmax

(1)

vi is defined to be the velocity at time t = i, amax is the
maximum translational acceleration, and vi+dt is the velocity
at dt time interval after the moment t = i. This expression
must hold for all times i during the path following in order
to have reachable velocity profiles as well as being within
the bounds of maximum and minimum velocity assuming that
dt is the time derivative according to the frequency at which
we are planning velocities. Demonstrating this explicitly, the
following algorithm is produced
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ALGORITHM EVR (vels, max a, max v, min v)
. Ensure velocities are within maximum acceleration
for i ← 0, vels size
if vels[i] + max a(dt) < vels[i + 1] then
. Assume dt is time from vels[i] to vels[i + 1]
if vels[i] + max a(dt) > max v then
vels ← max v
else
vels[i + 1] ← vels[i] + max a(dt)
. Ensure velocities are within maximum decceleration
for i ← vels size − 1, 0
if vels[i] < min v then
vels[i] ← min v
if vels[i − 1] > vels[i] + max a(dt) then
vels[i − 1] ← vels[i] + max a(dt)
return vels

Fig. 1.

Ensuring Velocity Reachability (EVR) algorithm

In two passes or linear time through the input size, we
can ensure that all velocities in the profile are within the
physical bounds of the agent in terms of maximum velocity
and acceleration. We will refer to the ensuring maximum
acceleration reachability as the forward iteration and the
maximum deceleration reachability as backward iteration. The
complete, provably reachable, velocity profile is returned via
the EVR algorithm in the array vels. After satisfying velocity

constraints, it is important that all preliminary velocity profile
assumptions are reachable given the conditions the agent is
currently in and will be in in the future.
A. Proof of Correctness
This section will prove the correctness of the proposed
EVR algorithm; in this case, correctness refers to the reachability of all velocities in the profile. First, let the term
unreachability refer to the point in the velocity profile such
that the velocity at i cannot be reached from velocity at i − 1
given maximum acceleration or deceleration, in short max a,
within the defined time derivative dt. A velocity profile may
have an arbitrary amount of these points; a profile with
n unreachabilities will be called an n-unreachable velocity
profile. We will use induction on the number of unreachabilies
n.
Base Case, n = 0:
The velocity profile will be returned unchanged due to
being originally correct.
Inductive Hypothesis , Given EVR(n), prove EVR(n+1):
When executing EV R(n + 1), we see that when we
approach the index i at which the first unreachability is
present in EV R(n + 1), one of two cases can occur:
1) The iteration eliminates the unreachability
2) The iteration eliminates the unreachability but
creates another unreachability at index i + 1 (or
i − 1 during the backward iteration)
If 1) occurs, eliminating the unreachability results in
EV R(n) which was the premise. If 2) occurs, we continue
to iterate for the next unreachability at index i + 1 (or
i − 1) and so on; eventually, a unreachability is eliminated
and a new unreachability is not introduced because the next
index has a velocity that is reachable or we have exhausted
iterating through the entirety of the profile. Either way, this
results in EV R(n) which was the premise.
IV.

V ELOCITY C ONSTRAINTS

We introduce velocity constraints to ensure that the agent
yield ideal behaviors in terms of curvature-base velocity restrictions, ramping down velocity in proximity to the goal,
and minimization of path deviation due to excessive velocity
commands and heading error.
A. Curvature-bound Constraints
Modeled after vehicles decelerating at regions of curvature,
a curvature-bound constraint is introduced for the agent during
path progation. The policy for curvature-bound constraints is
derived from evaluating curvature estimated using the gradients
of the aritifical potentials; the change in the gradient gi−1 and
gi , corresponding to the previous and current gradients along
the initially planned path, are computed resulting in ∆g. These
gradients are represented as an angle relative to the positive
x axis in polar coordinates. The magnitude of ∆g is then
evaluated and velocity limitation is determined through the
velocity reduction factor δvr where
δvr = Kvr (∆g)amax dt

(2)

We assume a linear system in which larger curvature results
in a greater difference in the gradients gi−1 and gi , resulting
in a ∆g with larger magnitude, which corresponds to a larger
velocity reduction. We define Kvr as the multiplicative delta
parameter, a constant used to proportionalize ∆g, dt is defined
as the time derivative. In our current implementation Kvr =
500.
B. Velocity Ramp-down Policy
Due to being dangerous for the agent to propagate at
maximum velocity into the goal region, an form of velocity
ramp down must be introduced dependent on current position
to goal proximity. In order to ensure that the agent ramps down
its velocity when in proximity to the goal, we can use simple
equations of motion [6] to determine the point at which the
velocity ramp-down should occur. By the following equation,
which is generally used to calculate vehicle skid distances or
pre-breaking velocities, we assume that vf = 0 since the agent
is to come to a complete stop at the goal,
p and hence derive
that vf 2 = vi 2 + 2a∆x results in vi = |2a∆x|. Using vi as
the velocity required for proper ramp-down at ∆x distance
away from the goal and introducing a ramp-down control
parameter Krd that controls the distance at which ramp-down
should occur. The Krd used in our current implementation is
0.85. We specify amax here since we are using the maximum
acceleration in our evaluations. Assuming vcm is the current
commanded velocity after all other constraints, we only ramp
down if vcm exceeds vrd , where
p
vrd = |2Krd (amax )∆x|
(3)
C. Other Constraints
We introduce other constraints deriving from the idea of
exceeding heading error; the agent’s heading error must be
within a defined deadband to be able to accelerate at maximum
acceleration, otherwise, the agent accelerates at a fraction of
the maximum acceleration. Cautious acceleration limits the
potential growing path deviation by allowing the heading controller to keep up with the translational controls. Furthermore,
exceeding heading error may result in deceleration if the
error is too large. These additional constraints help regulate
exceeding heading error and potential path deviation as a result
of heading error and excessive velocity.
V.

P RECISION IN P ROPAGATION

Due to the tendency for new path selection when deviating
from the initial path using solely the harmonic function path
planner for path propagation, a precise propagation policy
must be implemented to minimize path deviation errors and
introduce a desire to return to the initial path. The policy is
described using the following diagram Given the initial path λ
and a straight-line distance deviation of θ at the current, actual
position posact , and the closest point along the path posclo , the
gradient at the point posclo can be computed resulting in gclo .
A parallel gradient at the actual position posact can be drawn
relative to gclo resulting in gpar .
However, if the agent is to solely follow the parallel
gradients gpar , the agent is incapable of returning to the
path λ, rather the agent will simply follow the path always
either maintaining constant deviation or increasing deviation.

Fig. 2.

Path tracking procedure using parallel gradients and offset controls.

Therefore, the introduction of the offset φ allows for the
agent to progress towards the initial path λ. The policy for
evaluating this offset is dependent on the distance of deviation
θ. The system can be described as kp θ + kd θ̇ = φ. The
result is an offset controller, a PD-controller in which θ
corresponds to the deviation distance and θ̇ corresponds to
the change in the deviation distance. The gains used in our
current implementation are kp = 4.15 and kd = 0.88. This
approach is simular to the pure pursuit approach, however,
we found that an undamped system may exhibit oscillating
deviation behaviors when given a higher proportional gain the
basis of this tracking strategy is derived from the incremental
goal points of the Control Theory tracker presented in [10].

VI.

PATH D EVIATION I NTERPRETATION

In order to evaluate path following precision, the path deviation along with integrated error is evaluated to formally and
numerically express the advantages of the proposed methodologies. The integrated error between the initial path f (φo ) and
the path the agent physically followed f (φf ) can be evaluated
to described the path deviation for that particular trajectory.
The integrated error can be expressed as the area between
the two curves represented as f (φo ) and f (φf ) where φ is
defined as any global path; in our implementation we assumed
a harmonic function path planner, therefore defining f (·) as
an artificial potential function that the agent follows, hence
expressing the initial potential function that was expected to
follow as f (φo ) and the potential function streamline that the
agent is at any time interval afterwards following as f (φf ).
Failure in precision in path tracking will result in a f (φf )
that is far away from f (φo ), whereas using precise tracking
mechanisms will result in all f (φf ) along the path to be close
or identical to f (φo ). We can formally express this as
Z
|f (φo ) − f (φf )|dt
(4)
At any time t = n during the propagation along the trajectory,
the agent can compute the integrated error by integrating its
current deviation since the last time interval and summing
with the historical value en−1 resulting in en = en−1 +
|f (φo ) − f (φf )| ∆t, in which we can express as the sum
en =

n
X
i=0

|f (φo ) − f (φf )| ∆t

(5)

E XPERIMENTATION

A. Experimental Design
The experiments will contrast and evaluate the potential
advantages by exploring propagation time, generated velocity
profiles, path following precision, smooth and graceful transitions as well as ramp-down. The experimentations will contrast
propagation along gradients generated by the harmonic function with the introduced path tracking procedures as well as
evaluating the proposed velocity control policy with the current
implementation. Smoothness and grace are very subjective, but
we hope to define them distinctively by minimal path deviation
and adherence to the path in propagation.

experiements comparing the harmonic function and path tracking procedure were executed under the same gains and conditions, using the only difference of path tracking technique.
The gains that were used were vmax = 0.4 and amax = 0.08.
The trajectory of the path generated by implementing the
path tracking precision procedure is labeled λprs whereas
the trajectory of the path generated via harmonic function
propagation is denoted as λhrm . The path deviation graphs
shown are a measure of the deviation (m) with time (s). The
velocity profiles demonstrated shows the velocity (m/s) as
time (s) progresses.
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Fig. 4. There is a significant difference in path deviations between following
gradients along the harmonic function and intentionally selecting the initial
planned path and recomputing deviations derived from path deviation distance.

Figure 3 demonstrates the trajectory of the initial path
used for our experimentations; odometry values, denoted as
the triple <x, y, θ> (the <x, y> pair denote the agent’s
coordinates in Cartesian space and θ refers to the agent’s
heading relative to the positive x-axis), are initially set at <4.5,
4.5, 5π/4> and the agent’s goal is thus <0.5, 4.5, 3π/4>.
B. Experimental Platform
The experiments were conducted
on uBot6, a small, toddler-sized,
twelve degree of freedom, dynamically balancing humanoid robotics
platform for mobile manipulation
at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst. The platform, which implements Robotics Operating Systems (ROS) software, has four degrees of freedom in each arm, a
twisting torso, a tilting head, and
two wheels. uBot6 is capable of
achieving a maximum translational
velocity of 1.2m/s, although most of our experiments will be
reaching a fraction of the maximum velocity, generally around
0.6m/s.
VIII.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

A. Comparative Precision During Path Propagation
This section demonstrates the advantages between using the
presented path tracking procedure and propagation generalized
by following the harmonic function generated potentials. The
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Fig. 5.
The velocity profiles of the two policies are seen above. The
deceleration areas shown in λprs corresponds to the path deviations presented
as an attempt to regulate excessive path deviation.

Due to the nature of the harmonic function path planner,
there is no desire to return to the initial path, which results in
much larger deviation compared to the path tracking procedure
that was implemented that actually recomputes gradients to
stubbornly return to the path that was originally planned.
Furthermore, the agent does not exceed more than 4cm of
deviation when following the curved path in λprs . The velocity
profile yields decelerations corresponding to the areas of deviation due to the path precision procedure and the offset controls
introducing additional curvature to return to the original path.
B. Significance of Velocity Control Policy
This section presents various experiments that demonstrates
the significance of the velocity control policy in terms of path
deviation using various velocity gains schemes. λcur refers
to the current implementation in the uBot-6 platform without
curvature-based velocity control and the various described
methodologies and constraints, λcon refers to the implementation with the controls and constraints; both implement path
tracking. Three sets of experiments were conducted; drive
gains are presented by the pair <vmax , amax > denoting max
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In Figure 6, λcon demonstrates better scalability in terms
of mean path deviation as the agent propagates with increasing
drive gains. The mean path deviation for each of the drive gains
that were experimented on are plotted and fit to a curve shown
in Figure 6. It is computed as the ratio between the sum of
the individual deviations at each time derivative dt, expressed
through our proposed methodology by integration, and the total
propagation time, resulting in a value that expresses the mean,
most probable, path deviation at any instantaneous moment
during path propagation. Therefore, it is demonstrated that using the velocity controls and constraints in λcon produces less
path deviation, which is a desirable trait in path propagation.
C. Further Experimentation
This section provides extensions to our system that promote better path tracking precision as well as curvaturebased velocity controls. Furthermore, we test our controls on
a sinusodial path which possesses numerous areas of high
curvature, therefore, the agent must be able to accelerate and
decelerate accordingly.
Extensions to our experiments included removing a conservative deadband in the offset controller and as a result, we
found that using the gains kp = 1.1 and kd = 0.088 provided
better performance. Additional changes included estimating
curvature solely based on the initial planned plan as opposed to
the trajectory that the agent will be following; we found that
due to deviation, the offset controller will provide gradients
for the agent to approach the initial path, this gradient may
introduce curvature to the path that had not existed before.
In [10], this intentionally added curvature is necessary for
returning to the path, however, we do not want to introduce
deviation-yielded curvature in the computation for curvaturebased velocity control since this curvature does not exist in
the original path; the curvature restrictions should only be
dependent on the original path, not the tracking trajectories
that is introduced by deviation. Using these techniques we
were able to minimize the oscillating deviation behavior when
the agent entered and exited the deadband as well as reduced
further velocity changes due to taking into account additional
curvature derived from the offset controller in places of deviation.
Although the offset controller provides a path tracking
tendency for the agent, due to the curvature of the sinusoidal
curve there exists deviations in which the heading controller is
not able to complete the tight turn, resulting in deviation which
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The initial sinusodial path used for further experimentation.

is later corrected by the gradient offset controls. Furthermore,
we define the look-ahead procedure, appreviated as (LA) as
estimating the curvature and gradients along the path by
looking ahead in the path by a specific distance interval rather
than using the next position to compute parallel gradients. We
provide two methods to compensate for such deviation due to
low-gained heading controllers: 1) increase the look-ahead of
the offset controllerand 2) increasing the proportional gain of
the heading PD-controller.
We observe a sinusodial trajectory under several conditions; the initial path used for further evaluation of our
proposed methodologies is a sinusoidal curve that has an
amplitude of 1.5 and exists in the domain of [0.1, 5.0] using
the function 1.5sin(1.5x) presented in Figure 7. In Figure
8, the velocity profile for the sinusodial path is presented.
Due to the fact that curvature estimates are solely based on
the initially planned path, the trajectories present the same
velocity profile is demonstrated. Notice that decelerations
in the profile corresponds to the areas of curvature in the
sinusodial function and accelerations correspond to close-tostraight areas. Additionally, the controlled velocity ramp down
when approaching the goal is shown.

Velocity

velocity and max acceleration. We ran five trials per set using
the drive gains of <0.4, 0.08>, <0.6, 0.11>, and <0.8, 0.15>.
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Velocity profile for the propagation of the sinusodial path.

In Figure 9, the red curve represents the planned trajectory
and the green curve represents the propagating agent’s actual
trajectory (in a) there exists tremendous deviation due to the
lack of an offset control). It is shown that an increase in the
look-ahead (LA) allows for a better path tracking when the
agent’s heading control has a low proportional gain, which we
denote kp . Of course, when we crank the kp gain up (as shown
in experiment d) in Figure 9), the agent is able to almost
perfectly track the path; therefore, we can conclude that the
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the Laboratory for Perceptual Robotics members, post-doctoral
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this project as well.
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